CAPE MAY – Did you ever dream of living in the elegance and style of historic homes while keeping the conveniences of modern life? Do you love Victorian style, but also like WiFi? The extraordinary property at 207 Congress Place may fulfill those dreams.

“If you want summer life as it was — for the lucky few — in those dreams. 207 Congress Place may fulfill your dreams. It’s not every day that a property like this comes on the market. This one, there aren’t that many places like it a hundred years.

Built in 1878 and completely updated, with a garden view on the rear and ocean views from the front, the property is known as the “Joseph Evans Cottage,” according to the files on the house in the Library of Congress. According to the owner, it’s one of a handful of Cape May’s grand Victorian cottages to have survived as a single-family home, rather than becoming a bed and breakfast, or otherwise divided up.

“High ceilings — original pillow rooms, pleasant period furniture — make an inviting house to be in,” reads a statement on the property. “The extraordinary property at 207 Congress Place was built in 1878 and has been completely updated. The home features seven bedrooms, updated kitchen, three-zone air conditioning, ocean view and is steps away from the beach and the Washington Street Mall. Above right, the expansive, fully fenced garden area. The address 207 Congress Place, Cape May, 302 Sixth Avenue, West Cape May, Agent: Gail Wilsey-Morrison, Long and Foster, Cape May, (609) 622-0405. Special to the ESTATE LOCAL EVENTS & SPORTS
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